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This book by a well-known handicrafts instructor will teach you the fine art of leather tooling and

carving so that you will now be able to make the handsomely crafted leather of handbags, belts,

watchbands, and billfolds you have often admired. You will find that custom-crafted leather items

are not only easier to make than you may have expected but also offer quite an enjoyable

hobby.Many books deal with leatherwork in general but this book is one of the few that concentrate

on tooling and carving. The author first introduces the various types of leather and tools, giving

complete information on how to identify the superior sections of a hide and how to decide on which

kind of leather is best for your purpose: kidskin for gloves, steerhide for billfolds, etc. Twenty-six

different leather tools are depicted along with an illustration of the impressions the different kinds of

stamping tools make. After this necessary background, the author covers the basic processes of

leather crafting from start to finish: cutting and preparing the leather, transferring the design, tooling,

carving, lacing, cleaning, dyeing, and finishing. This section is profusely illustrated with line drawings

and photographs to make each step easy to master. You are now ready to begin the special

projects, for which complete instructions and patterns are provided: bookmarks, key cases, coin

purses, watchbands, billfolds, belts, shaving kits, camera bags, handbags, and cowboy accessories

are just a few of the things you will be able to make.Hand-tooled leather items are quite expensive

on the market, but you will find yourself with substantial savings when you make them yourself.

What is more important, however, is that leather tooling and carving is an enjoyable craft that

anyone can become adept at â€” and this book will provide you with all you need to do just that.
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Upon receiving the book, I was NOT too impressed. Although the book had some good "tid-bits" of

information, it did not stand-up to it's title. (TOOLING & CARVING). About 1/5th of the book covered

"tooling & carving" VERY LIGHTLY, and the rest were leather-working projects. As a matter of fact,

keep in mind that this books copyright date is 1950 - so you can guess at some of the projects. But

it is a decent book, and does cover some of the topics "lightly". I wish I could find something else to

help me raise it to a rating of THREE STARS...but I can't. But as a helpful hint, you cannot go wrong

with any of the "Al Stohlman" leather-working books. (Look for these, invest in these, be pleased

with these). So to end, it's an OK book, but you can invest in a better product. Support your local

leather-craft distributers, as they should carry the above mentioned books. (Hey...I bet .com may

carries one or two of "Al's" books).

This is a good book of project and design ideas for those still mastering the skills of leathercraft, as

well as, the accomplished leather worker looking for different ideas. Projects are on a basic to

intermediate level of accomplishment.

This book is well written and very informational. If you want to learn leather tooling and carving this

is the book to start. with.Leather Tooling and Carving

The book shows and tells how to make your first steps in the world of leather tooling and carving.

I have recently started doing leather work and find this book very useful with some good ideas and

helpful information.

very informative

Great !

I got this book for my husband and it helped him get familiar with his new hobby. He liked it very

well.
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